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overview

• intro to sonification 

• sonification techniques

• sonification of climate data

• user centered design approach



spontaneous sonification

stethoscope

sonar

geiger counter



why sound is used spontaneously?

• tradition of listening to the data (e.g. medicine, mechanics)

• technological reason:

• no other measurement device is available

• sound is a by-product of measurement

• domain science and sound use the same technological aids

• monitoring processes



• advantages of our auditory perception:

• high temporal resolution

• large frequency range

• omnidirectional

• parallel auditory streams, backgrounding

•  eye-free conditions ( e.g. sight-impaired)

• useful when visual information overload

advantages of sonification?



• sound parameters lack strict orthogonality

• individual differences and necessity of training (perceptual and 
cognitive abilities of the users)

• aesthetics: sound can easily get annoying 

• longer history of visualization

• user’s cultural bias

limiting factors of sonification?



a taxonomy of intended sonification uses

• presentation: auditory demonstration of finished results

• exploration: interaction with the data; heuristic for generating 
hypotheses (because of high temporal resolution of auditory, pattern 
detection and anomalies)

• analysis: requires well-understood, reliable tools for detecting specific 
phenomena (e.g. trend identification, data structure or pattern 
recognition)

• monitoring: processes that benefit from continuous monitoring by 
observer (industrial production, hospitals), any sudden change is 
hearable

• pedagogy: learning and understanding structures and patterns in data for 
non visual students or visually impaired

• artistic uses: sonification-based sound art and installations



example: internet

http://heavylistening.com/tweetscapes/

http://heavylistening.com/tweetscapes/
http://heavylistening.com/tweetscapes/


sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey information 
[Kramer 99]

sonification is the data-dependent generation of sound, if the 
transformation is systematic, objective and reproducible, so that it can 
be used as scientific method. [Hermann 09]
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tion since for instance dialogue systems and speech inter-
faces may also be regarded as auditory displays since they
use sound for communication. While such interfaces are not
the primary focus in this research field the terminology sug-
gests their inclusion. On the other hand, Auditory Display
may be seen as a subset of the more general term of Audi-
tory Interfaces which do not only include output interfaces
(auditory displays, sonification) but also auditory input in-
terfaces which engender bidirectional auditory control and
communication between a user and a (in most cases) tech-
nical system (e.g. voice control system, query-by humming
systems, etc.).

4. HIERARCHY FROM SOUND TO
SONIFICATION

So far we have dealt with the necessary conditions sur-
rounding sonification and thus narrowed sonification down
to a specific subset of using sound. In this section, we look
at sonification in a systemic manner to elucidate its super-
ordinate categories. Figure 3 shows how we suggest to or-
ganize the different classes of sound. On the highest level,
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Figure 3: Systemic map of sound, showing sonification and
its relation to other categories.

sounds are here classified as Organized Sound and unorga-
nized sound. Organized sounds separate from random or
otherwise complex structured sounds in the fact that their
occurence and structure is shaped by intention. Environ-
mental sounds appear often to be very structured and could
thus also be organized sounds, however, if so, any sound
would match that category to some extent. It thus may be
useful to apply the term to sounds that are intentionally or-
ganized – in most cases by the sound/interface developer.

The set of organized sound comprises two large sets that
partially overlap: music and functional sounds. Music is

without question a complex structured signal, organized on
various levels, from the acoustic signal to its temporal orga-
nization in bars, motifs, parts, layers. It is not our purpose
to give a definition of music.

The second set is functional sounds. These are orga-
nized sounds that serve a certain function or goal [7]. The
function is the motivation for their creation and use. To give
an example, all signal sounds (such as telephones, door-
bells, horns and warning hooters) are functional sounds.
Certainly there are intersections with music, as music can
serve functional aspects. For instance, trombones and kettle
drums have been used to demonstrate kingship and power.
A more subtle function is the use of music in supermarkets
to enhance the ‘shopping mood’. For that reason these sets
overlap – the size of the overlap depends on what is regarded
as function.

Sonification in the sense of the above definition is cer-
tainly a subset of functional sounds. The sounds are ren-
dered to fulfill a certain function, be it communication of in-
formation (signals & alarms), the monitoring of processes,
or to support better understanding of structure in data under
analysis. So is there a difference between functional sounds
and sonification at all? The following example makes clear
that sonification is really a subset: Recently a new selec-
tive acoustic weapon has been used, the mosquito device6,
a loudspeaker that produces a HF-sound inaudible to older
people, which drives away teenagers hanging around in
front of shops. This sound is surely functional, yet it could
neither pass as sonification nor as music.

Finally, we discuss whether sonification has an intersec-
tion with music&media arts. Obviously there are many ex-
amples where data are used to drive aspects of musical per-
formances, e.g. data collected from motion tracking or bio-
sensors attached to a performer. This is, concerning the in-
volved techniques and implementations similar to mapping
sonifications. However, a closer look at our proposed defi-
nition shows that often the condition for the transformation
to be systematic C2 is violated and the exact rules are not
made explicit. But without making the relationship explicit,
the listener cannot use the sound to understand the underly-
ing data better. In addition, condition C4 may often be vio-
lated. If sonification-like techniques are employed to obtain
a specific musical or acoustic effect without transparency
between the used data and details of the sonification tech-
niques, it might, for the sake of clarity, better be denoted
as ‘data-inspired music’, or ‘data-controlled music’ than as
sonification. Iannis Xenakis, for instance, did not even want
the listener to be aware of the data source nor the rules of
sound generation.

6see http://www.compoundsecurity.co.uk/, last seen 2008-01-16
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scientific method

1. research question - hypothesis and prediction

2. data description (e.g. using TADA)

3. chosing a sonification method (e.g. using SDSM)

4. how could it sound like? (using methaphors)

5. describing the sonification designs:

6. sound synthesis, transfer function, sonification operator

7. discussion: what is hearable? how does it sound like?

8. gathering results, hypothesis

9. evaluations (using the sonification tool, how fast and how efficient can the user solve the 
problems? with how much training?) : clarity, efficiency, intuitivity, technical effort, ...



TADA: Task and Data Analysis
Stephen Barrass



sonification design

domain 
science

sound
synthesis

sonification
operator

perception

© mathematical
© numerical 
© descriptive

© mathematical
© numerical
© descriptive

© descriptive

sonification operator is a function from the data space to the 
sound space



sonification techniques and approaches

sonification design map (de Campo)



sonification techniques and approaches

Audification is the most prototypical method of direct sonification, 
whereby waveforms of periodic data are directly translated into sound. 
[Kramer]



example: medicine

parkinson

psychogenic

essential



sonification techniques and approaches



example: sports, movement sonification

http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/
index.php/tai-applications/

jugglingsounds/

http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/index.php/tai-applications/jugglingsounds/
http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/index.php/tai-applications/jugglingsounds/
http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/index.php/tai-applications/jugglingsounds/
http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/index.php/tai-applications/jugglingsounds/
http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/index.php/tai-applications/jugglingsounds/
http://tangibleauditoryinterfaces.de/index.php/tai-applications/jugglingsounds/


sonification techniques and approaches



why sonification of climate science?

• huge amount of data

• multivariate data sets  

• raise public awareness

June 2007: Dry Temperature

Wegener Center 2008



sonification of climate data

research questions

how do climate scientists 
analyze data?

what are the main software 
and visual tools they use?

how can an audio display be a 
helpful addition to their 
workflow?



Scenario

1. M wants to analyze 
the climate change in 

the last century

2. M collects data 
from a satellite station

3. M plots the data to 
find some patterns in 

data

4. It took her so 
many hours to go 

through all the data

5. M wishes she had a tool 
to go through the data 
faster (e.g. an audio 

interface to listen to the 
data)

observer
interviewer

methodology: contextual inquiry



ReLoClim - Regional and 
Local Climate Modeling and 

ArsCliSys - Atmospheric Remote 
Sensing and Climate System 

EconClim - Economics of 
Climate and Environmental 

methodology: focus groups



Read in raw data

Acquire data 
from external 

resource

Check if 
data is 

plausible
Calculate 
from data

Compare 
data sets

Produce data 
from simulation 
or measurement

Correct 
data

Plot and 
Explore 

inter-
actively 

Archive and share results

Cluster 
Data

Future 
Prognosis

Evaluate 
A Model

Correct A 
Dataset

Draw conclusions

a typical workflow of a data analysis task by the users



aesthetic preference and parameter mapping

experiment with:

• 8 climate parameter

• 24 sound samples 10 seconds each (3 for each 
climate parameter)

• 16 participants (8 EG, 8 CG)



aesthetic preference and parameter mapping

1. aesthetic evaluation of sounds and why?



aesthetic preference and parameter mapping

2. mapping climate parameters to sound samples



aesthetic preference and parameter mapping

Group Hypothesis Mostly
Mapped
by EG

Mostly
Mapped
by CG

1 Temperature Precipitation Radiation
2 Precipitation Precipitation Precipitation
3 Air Humidity Refractivity Air Humidity
4 Pressure Pressure Pressure
5 Geopotential Height Precipitation Precipitation
6 Refractivity Refractivity Refractivity
7 Radiation Radiation Radiation
8 Wind Wind Wind

Table 1. Mapping of Stimuli to Climate Parameters

reason could be that this stimulus is the most synthetic sound
and furthest to natural sounds within the corpus.

Parameter Mapping
In the second round of experiments, each participant was
supposed to map the sound samples to one of eight climate
parameters mentioned above. The hypothesis was that each
group of three stimuli represents one specific climate param-
eter (by our own judgement as sound experts). The results
show that for most categories (6 out of 8), the EG and the
CG mapped the same parameter to the sounds. Two param-
eters (Temperature and Geopotential Height) have not been
mapped to the stimuli often enough or have not been mapped
to the same sounds by both groups. The authors assume these
difficulties arose from the fact that these parameters, unlike
for example wind, do not have straight forward sound cor-
relates in everyday experience. On the other hand, the same
could be said about radiation which was mapped consistently,
perhaps because we have stronger cultural conventions as
what may appear (in a movie, etc.) as a sound correlate of
radiation.

Therefore further research and experiments are essential to
find optimal soundscapes for these parameters and to un-
derstand their metaphorical implications better. At least we
could start with sounds that are perceptually closer to the ones
that were elected most by participants, even though they were
not significantly chosen. E.g. stimulus number 14 has been
mapped to Geopotential Height by 7 EG participants but was
not the most preferred sound among the group of three (13,
14, 15). In future work, we could create sounds that have
similarities to 14 but not having all auditory characteristics of
it.

Figure 2. Number of times each parameter mapped to Stimuli 1 to 24 by
EG.

DISCUSSION
The experiments show that not all eight parameters provided
perceived links to the sound samples. Especially challenging
were the parameters that are more abstract such as “temper-
ature” or “refractivity” or “geopotential height”. The results
for non-abstract parameters such as “wind” were very clear
over both experiments and over both participant groups. As a
result from the two experiments, we decided to use sounds in
the sonification tool that satisfy either one of these criteria:

• A sound was mapped to the same parameter by EG and
CG.

• A sound was mapped to the same parameter by EG as by
the hypothesis.

• A sound was rated highest by EG or CG, and mapped to
the hypothesized parameter by EG or CG.

It goes without saying that this is not the final sound design
decision. For the non significant results, there will be more
experiments designed to gather more specific correlations be-
tween sounds characteristics and climate parameters.

CONCLUSION
The sound design of our sonification tool is part of an iterative
approach. The initial needs assessments and user tests made
the work process and the terminology of climate scientists
clear. Furthermore, the experiments discussed in this paper
evaluated our primary sound design which leads to a more ad-
vanced soundscape and improvement of the auditory display.
The next steps are to evaluate the dynamics of sounds and see
how and if they correlate with related climate phenomena.
Those experiments should be designed within the tool to give
the participants the option to interact with the user interface
and adjusting the sound dynamically while analyzing data.
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Air Temperature 
Met Office Hadley Centre

CMIP5, experiment = RCP4.5

   plevs  =  100000,  15000 Pa

   

audio allows quick scanning of data



longitude = -28.75, -26.25, -23.75 degrees east
   latitudes = -13.75, -11.25, -8.75  degrees north

  plevs ("2bis4")   = 85000, 70000, 60000 Pa
 time : 2005 ... 2100 (monthly mean)

longitude = -28.75, -26.25, -23.75 degrees east
   latitudes = -13.75, -11.25, -8.75  degrees north

  plevs ("14bis16") =  3000,  2000,  1000 Pa
time : 2005 ... 2100 (monthly mean)

human hearing is used to resolve rhythmic patterns
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audio display gives different insights 



milestones and future work



special software for sonification 

• xSonify (NASA, java-based, only special data formats readable)

• Sonification Sandbox (cross-platform, parameter mapping, midi 
output, data format: CSV)

• Sonifyer (standalone for osx, audifocation and fm based parameter 
mapping)

• Image Sonification (osx, black and white images as input data)

• PD-toolkit for sonification

• SoniPy (python, open source)

software for sonification



music and sound programming languages

• Offline synthesis: Csound

• Graphical patching: MAX/MSP, PureData

• Real-time text-based environments: SuperCollider, ChucK

software for sonification
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